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How Will You Measure Your Life?
(Harvard Business Review Classics)
The Innovator’s Dilemma by Clayton M. Christensen |
Summary & Analysis Preview: The Innovator’s
Dilemma contemplates the difficulties of maintaining
a firm’s position when faced with innovative
technologies. It was first published in 1997 and
remains an influential text for its descriptions of the
reasons that some of the most successful firms in a
given business often rapidly lose market share to new
challengers. Large companies that spend millions on
research and development often fail to effectively
confront challenges posed by innovation. Traditional
business practices such as conducting strategic
planning and paying close attention to customer
needs are insufficient for negotiating disruptive
innovations in the market. This is the innovator’s
dilemma. Business managers must be prepared to
confront this paradox. Rather than specific
suggestions, they require a theoretical framework to
manage the impact of disruptive innovation on
established firms. The history of the disk drive
industry from the 1970s into the mid-1990s suggests
that business innovations can come in two forms:
PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of
the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread Summary of The Innovator’s Dilemma ·
Overview of the book · Important People · Key
Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways About the
Author With Instaread, you can get the key
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takeaways,
summary and analysis of a book in 15
minutes. We read every chapter, identify the key
takeaways and analyze them for your convenience.

The Prosperity Paradox
A compilation of 3M voices, memories, facts and
experiences from the company's first 100 years.

The Innovator's Dilemma with AwardWinning Harvard Business Review Article
?How Will You Measure Your Life?? (2
Items)
Seven business innovators and the empires they built.
The pre-eminent business historian of our time,
Richard S. Tedlow, examines seven great CEOs who
successfully managed cutting-edge technology and
formed enduring corporate empires. With the depth
and clarity of a master, Tedlow illuminates the minds,
lives and strategies behind the legendary successes
of our times: . George Eastman and his invention of
the Kodak camera; . Thomas Watson of IBM; . Henry
Ford and his automobile; . Charles Revson and his use
of television advertising to drive massive sales for
Revlon; . Robert N. Noyce, co-inventor of the
integrated circuit and founder of Intel; . Andrew
Carnegie and his steel empire; . Sam Walton and his
unprecedented retail machine, Wal-Mart.

The Disruption Dilemma
Blockchain technology is powering our future. As the
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technology
behind cryptocurrencies like bitcoin, open
software platforms like Ethereum, and disruptive
companies like Ripple, it’s too important to ignore. In
this revelatory book, Don Tapscott, the bestselling
author of Wikinomics, and his son, blockchain expert
Alex Tapscott, bring us a brilliantly researched, highly
readable, and essential book about the technology
driving the future of the economy. Blockchain is the
ingeniously simple, revolutionary protocol that allows
transactions to be simultaneously anonymous and
secure by maintaining a tamperproof public ledger of
value. Though it’s best known as the technology that
drives bitcoin and other digital currencies, it also has
the potential to go far beyond currency, to record
virtually everything of value to humankind, from birth
and death certificates to insurance claims, land titles,
and even votes. Blockchain is also essential to
understand if you’re an artist who wants to make a
living off your art, a consumer who wants to know
where that hamburger meat really came from, an
immigrant who’s tired of paying big fees to send
money home to your loved ones, or an entrepreneur
looking for a new platform to build a business. And
those examples are barely the tip of the iceberg. As
with major paradigm shifts that preceded it,
blockchain technology will create winners and losers.
This book shines a light on where it can lead us in the
next decade and beyond.

Giants of Enterprise
An expert in management takes on the conventional
wisdom about disruption, looking at companies that
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and offering managers tools for
survival. “Disruption” is a business buzzword that has
gotten out of control. Today everything and everyone
seem to be characterized as disruptive—or, if they
aren't disruptive yet, it's only a matter of time before
they become so. In this book, Joshua Gans cuts
through the chatter to focus on disruption in its initial
use as a business term, identifying new ways to
understand it and suggesting new tools to manage it.
Almost twenty years ago Clayton Christensen
popularized the term in his book The Innovator's
Dilemma, writing of disruption as a set of risks that
established firms face. Since then, few have closely
examined his account. Gans does so in this book. He
looks at companies that have proven resilient and
those that have fallen, and explains why some
companies have successfully managed
disruption—Fujifilm and Canon, for example—and why
some like Blockbuster and Encyclopedia Britannica
have not. Departing from the conventional wisdom,
Gans identifies two kinds of disruption: demand-side,
when successful firms focus on their main customers
and underestimate market entrants with innovations
that target niche demands; and supply-side, when
firms focused on developing existing competencies
become incapable of developing new ones. Gans
describes the full range of actions business leaders
can take to deal with each type of disruption, from
“self-disrupting” independent internal units to tightly
integrated product development. But therein lies the
disruption dilemma: A firm cannot practice both
independence and integration at once. Gans shows
business leaders how to choose their strategy so their
firms can deal with disruption while continuing to
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innovate.
Blockchain Revolution
Innovation is rapidly becoming democratized. Users,
aided by improvements in computer and
communications technology, increasingly can develop
their own new products and services. Eric von Hippel
looks closely at this emerging system of user-centred
innovation.

The PerformanceStat Potential
Named one of 100 Leadership & Success Books to
Read in a Lifetime by Amazon Editors A Wall Street
Journal and Businessweek bestseller. Named by Fast
Company as one of the most influential leadership
books in its Leadership Hall of Fame. An innovation
classic. From Steve Jobs to Jeff Bezos, Clay
Christensen’s work continues to underpin today’s
most innovative leaders and organizations. The
bestselling classic on disruptive innovation, by
renowned author Clayton M. Christensen. His work is
cited by the world’s best-known thought leaders, from
Steve Jobs to Malcolm Gladwell. In this classic
bestseller—one of the most influential business books
of all time—innovation expert Clayton Christensen
shows how even the most outstanding companies can
do everything right—yet still lose market leadership.
Christensen explains why most companies miss out
on new waves of innovation. No matter the industry,
he says, a successful company with established
products will get pushed aside unless managers know
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when to abandon traditional business
practices. Offering both successes and failures from
leading companies as a guide, The Innovator’s
Dilemma gives you a set of rules for capitalizing on
the phenomenon of disruptive innovation. Sharp,
cogent, and provocative—and consistently noted as
one of the most valuable business ideas of all
time—The Innovator’s Dilemma is the book no
manager, leader, or entrepreneur should be without.

The Innovator's Method
Soft skills are the cluster of personality traits,
socialgraces, communication, language, personal
habits, friendliness, andoptimism that characterize
relationships with other people. Inincreasingly
competitive environments, soft skills training can bea
vital resource. Soft Skills Revolution offers trainers,
organizationalleaders, and HR professionals a handy
guide for building their softskills through a variety of
methods including individualizedexercises and
activities and structured training programs, as wellas
informal learning, mentoring, and coaching. The book
offersreaders information on the background of soft
skills development,and suggestions for enhancing soft
skills through traditionallearning programs as well as
informal learning approaches. Soft Skills Revolution
contains practical guidance forcreating an engaging
learning experience that highlights suchimportant
concepts as: Components for Clear Communication
The Power of Yes Listening and the Language of
Acceptance A Nine-Step Model for Problem Solving
Interventions for Moving a Team to Results Giving
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Helpful
In addition, The Leader's Connection section is
designed forupper level management and facilitators
who want to helporganizational leaders integrate the
book's important concepts andskills into their
interactions with team and staff members. "Kamin's
engaging writing style, deep and down to earth atthe
same time, makes this book an easy learning
experience of the'hard' soft skills we all need to
master. By developing these softskills we can make
our world a better place!" —Isabel Rimanoczy,
Legacycoach, Director Minervas, WomenChanging the
World and author of Big Bang Being "Kamin has
mastered the challenge of bringing soft skills tolife.
Her simple definitions, clear examples, references to
seminalauthors, focused questions, conceptual
frameworks, and helpfulhints invite and encourage
the reader to make these soft skillsher/his own."
—Ernie Turner, president, LIM LLC and author of
ActionReflection Learning

A Century of Innovation
It used to take years or even decades for disruptive
innovations to dethrone dominant products and
services. But now any business can be devastated
virtually overnight by something better and cheaper.
How can executives protect themselves and harness
the power of Big Bang Disruption? Just a few years
ago, drivers happily spent more than $200 for a GPS
unit. But as smartphones exploded in popularity, free
navigation apps exceeded the performance of standalone devices. Eighteen months after the debut of the
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navigation
apps, leading GPS manufacturers had lost
85 percent of their market value. Consumer
electronics and computer makers have long struggled
in a world of exponential technology improvements
and short product life spans. But until recently, hotels,
taxi services, doctors, and energy companies had
little to fear from the information revolution. Those
days are gone forever. Software-based products are
replacing physical goods. And every service provider
must compete with cloud-based tools that offer
customers a better way to interact. Today, start-ups
with minimal experience and no capital can unravel
your strategy before you even begin to grasp what’s
happening. Never mind the “innovator’s
dilemma”—this is the innovator’s disaster. And it’s
happening in nearly every industry. Worse, Big Bang
Disruptors may not even see you as competition.
They don’t share your approach to customer service,
and they’re not sizing up your product line to offer
better prices. You may simply be collateral damage in
their efforts to win completely different markets. The
good news is that any business can master the
strategy of the start-ups. Larry Downes and Paul
Nunes analyze the origins, economics, and anatomy
of Big Bang Disruption. They identify four key stages
of the new innovation life cycle, helping you spot
potential disruptors in time. And they offer twelve
rules for defending your markets, launching disruptors
of your own, and getting out while there’s still time.
Based on extensive research by the Accenture
Institute for High Performance and in-depth interviews
with entrepreneurs, investors, and executives from
more than thirty industries, Big Bang Disruption will
arm you with strategies and insights to thrive in this
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The Innovator’s Dilemma
Generate Better, Faster Results— Using Less Capital
and Fewer Resources! “[The High-Velocity Edge]
contains ideas that form the basis for structured
continuous learning and improvement in every aspect
of our lives. While this book is tailored to business
leaders, it should be read by high school seniors,
college students, and those already in the workforce.
With the broad societal application of these ideas, we
can achieve levels of accomplishment not even
imagined by most people.” The Honorable Paul H.
O’Neill, former CEO and Chairman, Alcoa, and Former
Secretary of the Treasury “Some firms outperform
competitors in many ways at once—cost, speed,
innovation, service. How? Steve Spear opened my
eyes to the secret of systemizing innovation: taking it
from the occasional, unpredictable ‘stroke of genius’
to something you and your people do month-in,
month-out to outdistance rivals.” Scott D. Cook,
founder and Chairman of the Executive Committee,
Intuit, Inc. “Steven Spear connects a deep study of
systems with practical management insights and does
it better than any organizational scholar I know. [This]
is a profoundly important book that will challenge and
inspire executives in all industries to think more
clearly about the technical and social foundations of
organizational excellence.” Donald M. Berwick, M.D.,
M.P.P., President and CEO, Institute for Healthcare
Improvement About the Book How can some
companies perform so well that their industry
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are competitors in name only? Although
they operate in the same industry, serve the same
market, and even use the same suppliers, these
extraordinary, high-velocity organizations consistently
outperform all the competition—and, more
importantly, continually widen their leads. In The HighVelocity Edge, the reissued edition of five-time Shingo
Prize winner Steven J. Spear’s critically acclaimed
book Chasing the Rabbit, Spear describes what sets
market-dominating companies apart and provides a
detailed framework you can leverage to surge to the
lead in your own industry. Spear examines the
internal operations of dominant organizations across
a wide spectrum of industries, from technology to
design and from manufacturing to health care. While
he investigates several great operational triumphs,
like top-tier teaching hospitals’ fantastic
improvements in quality of care, Pratt & Whitney’s
competitive gains in jet engine design, and the U.S.
Navy’s breakthroughs in inventing and applying
nuclear propulsion, The High-Velocity Edge is not just
about the adoration of success. It also takes a critical
look at some of the operational missteps that have
humbled even the most reputable and respected of
companies and organizations. The decades-long
prominence of Toyota, for example, is contrasted with
the many factors leading to the automaker’s
sweeping 2010 product recalls. Taken together, these
multiple perspectives and in-depth case studies show
how to: Build a system of “dynamic discovery”
designed to reveal operational problems and
weaknesses as they arise Attack and solve problems
when and where they occur, converting weaknesses
into strengths Disseminate knowledge gained from
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solving
problems throughout the company as a
whole Create managers invested in developing
everyone’s capacity to continually innovate and
improve Whatever kind of company you operate—
from technology to fi nance to healthcare— mastery
of these four key capabilities will put you on the fast
track to operational excellence, where you will
generate faster, better results—using less capital and
fewer resources. Apply the lessons of Steven J. Spear
and gain a high-velocity edge over every competitor
in your industry.

I Was a Revolutionary
Clay Christensen's groundbreaking bestselling work in
education now updated and expanded, including a
new chapter on Christensen's seminal "Jobs to Be
Done" theory applied to education. "Provocatively
titled, Disrupting Class is just what America's K-12
education system needs--a well thought-through
proposal for using technology to better serve students
and bring our schools into the 21st Century. Unlike so
many education 'reforms,' this is not small-bore stuff.
For that reason alone, it's likely to be resisted by
defenders of the status quo, even though it's
necessary and right for our kids. We owe it to them to
make sure this book isn't merely a terrific read; it
must become a blueprint for educational
transformation." —Joel Klein, Chancellor of the New
York City Department of Education "A brilliant
teacher, Christensen brings clarity to a muddled and
chaotic world of education." —Jim Collins, bestselling
author of Good to Great “Just as iTunes revolutionized
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the music
industry, technology has the potential to
transform education in America so that every one of
the nation’s 50 million students receives a high
quality education. Disrupting Class is a must-read, as
it shows us how we can blaze that trail toward
transformation.” —Jeb Bush, former Governor of
Florida According to recent studies in neuroscience,
the way we learn doesn't always match up with the
way we are taught. If we hope to stay competitiveacademically, economically, and technologically-we
need to rethink our understanding of intelligence,
reevaluate our educational system, and reinvigorate
our commitment to learning. In other words, we need
"disruptive innovation." Now, in his long-awaited new
book, Clayton M. Christensen and coauthors Michael
B. Horn and Curtis W. Johnson take one of the most
important issues of our time-education-and apply
Christensen's now-famous theories of "disruptive"
change using a wide range of real-life examples.
Whether you're a school administrator, government
official, business leader, parent, teacher, or
entrepreneur, you'll discover surprising new ideas,
outside-the-box strategies, and straight-A success
stories. You'll learn how: Customized learning will help
many more students succeed in school Studentcentric classrooms will increase the demand for new
technology Computers must be disruptively deployed
to every student Disruptive innovation can circumvent
roadblocks that have prevented other attempts at
school reform We can compete in the global
classroom-and get ahead in the global market Filled
with fascinating case studies, scientific findings, and
unprecedented insights on how innovation must be
managed, Disrupting Class will open your eyes to new
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possibilities,
unlock hidden potential, and get you to
think differently. Professor Christensen and his
coauthors provide a bold new lesson in innovation
that will help you make the grade for years to come.
The future is now. Class is in session.

Innovation
Every day, individuals take action based on how they
believe innovation will change industries. Yet these
beliefs are largely based on guesswork and
incomplete data and lead to costly errors in judgment.
Now, internationally renowned innovation expert
Clayton M. Christensen and his research partners
Scott D. Anthony and Erik A. Roth present a
groundbreaking framework for predicting outcomes in
the evolution of any industry. Based on proven
theories outlined in Christensen's landmark books The
Innovator's Dilemma and The Innovator's Solution,
Seeing What's Next offers a practical, three-part
model that helps decision-makers spot the signals of
industry change, determine the outcome of
competitive battles, and assess whether a firm's
actions will ensure or threaten future success.
Through in-depth case studies of industries from
aviation to health care, the authors illustrate the
predictive power of innovation theory in action.

Revolutionizing Innovation
Mankind now has within its grasp the power to
synthesize true artificial life, playing out Dr
Frankenstein's dream in both cyberspace and the real
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world.
this book, Steve Grand, a leading exponent
of artificial life, provides the first authoritative and
comprehensive tour of the frontiers of this burgeoning
new creation. He surveys what has been achieved so
far and looks at future possibilities for generating
autonomous, intelligent, even conscious living things.
The fundamental questions he tackles range widely:
what is life? What should the minds, brains and bodies
of these new life forms be like? What philosophical
guidelines and computational frameworks are
necessary? At the heart of this brilliantly accessible
and thought-provoking book is the author's unique
imaginative vision - a vision based on his experience
of making some of the most advanced artificial life
currently available.

The Innovator's Dilemma
Johnson focuses not so much on the development of
new technologies and products as on the
implementation of new business models. A successful
business model depends on four aspects--a customer
value proposition (CVR), a profit formula, and the key
resources and processes that need to be in place in
order to deliver value to the custstomer. Building on
this simple model, Johnson explores, using a number
of case studies, how companies can move into
transforming existing markets, creating new markets,
and emerging in a strong posisition from times of
industry upheaval.

The Inventor's Dilemma
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In the
past
few years, a number of well-known firms
have failed; think of Blockbuster, Kodak, or
RadioShack. When we read about their demise, it
often seems inevitable—a natural part of "creative
destruction." But closer examination reveals a
disturbing truth: Companies large and small are
shuttering more quickly than ever. What does it take
to buck this trend? The simple answer is:
ambidexterity. Firms must remain competitive in their
core markets, while also winning in new domains.
Innovation guru Clayton M. Christensen has been
pessimistic about whether established companies can
prevail in the face of disruption, but Charles A.
O'Reilly III and Michael L. Tushman know they can!
The authors explain how shrewd organizations have
used an ambidextrous approach to solve their own
innovator's dilemma. They contrast these luminaries
with companies which—often trapped by their own
successes—have been unable to adapt and grow.
Drawing on a vast research program and over a
decade of helping companies to innovate, the authors
present a set of practices to guide firms as they adopt
ambidexterity. Top-down and bottom-up leaders are
key to this process—a fact too often overlooked in the
heated debate about innovation. But not in this case.
Readers will come away with a new understanding of
how to improve their existing businesses through
efficiency, control, and incremental change, while also
seizing new markets where flexibility, autonomy, and
experimentation rule the day.

The Innovator's Dilemma
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illuminate the heartland and America itself, exploring
questions of history, race, and identity. Grounded in
place, spanning the Civil War to the present day, the
stories in I Was a Revolutionary capture the roil of
history through the eyes of an unforgettable cast of
characters: the visionaries and dreamers, radical
farmers and socialist journalists, quack doctors and
protestors who haunt the past and present landscape
of the state of Kansas. In these stories—which have
appeared in Zoetrope All-Story, The Best New
American Voices, FiveChapters, Story, American Short
Fiction, and Ninth Letter—the award-winning writer
Andrew Malan Milward crafts an epic mosaic of the
American experience, tracing how we live amid the
inconvenient ghosts of history. “The Burning of
Lawrence” vibrates with the raw terror of a town
pillaged by pro-Confederate raiders. “O Death” recalls
the desperately hard journey of the
Exodusters—African-American migrants who came to
Kansas to escape oppression in the South. And, in the
collection’s haunting title piece, a professor of Kansas
history surveys his decades-long slide from radicalism
to complacency, a shift that parallels the landscape
around him. Using his own home state as a prism
through which to view both a nation’s history and our
own universal battles as individuals, Milward has
created one of the freshest and most complex story
collections in recent years.

A Woman's Dilemma
The Innovative University illustrates how higher
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can respond to the forces of disruptive
innovation , and offers a nuanced and hopeful
analysis of where the traditional university and its
traditions have come from and how it needs to
change for the future. Through an examination of
Harvard and BYU-Idaho as well as other stories of
innovation in higher education, Clayton Christensen
and Henry Eyring decipher how universities can find
innovative, less costly ways of performing their
uniquely valuable functions. Offers new ways forward
to deal with curriculum, faculty issues, enrollment,
retention, graduation rates, campus facility usage,
and a host of other urgent issues in higher education
Discusses a strategic model to ensure economic
vitality at the traditional university Contains novel
insights into the kind of change that is necessary to
move institutions of higher education forward in
innovative ways This book uncovers how the
traditional university survives by breaking with
tradition, but thrives by building on what it's done
best.

Creation
The second edition of A Woman's Dilemma: Mercy
Otis Warren and the American Revolution updates
Rosemarie Zagarri's biography of one of the most
accomplished women of the Revolutionary era. The
work places Warren into the social and political
context in which she lived and examines the impact
of Warren's writings on Revolutionary politics and the
status of women in early America. Presents readers
with an engaging and accessible historical biography
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Revolutionary era Provides an incisive narrative of the
social and intellectual forces that contributed to the
coming of the American Revolution Features a variety
of updates, including an in-depth Bibliographical
Essay, multiple illustrations, a timeline of Warren's
life, and chapter-end study questions Includes
expanded coverage of women during the
Revolutionary Era and the Early American Republic

The Innovative University
NAMED BEST MARKETING BOOK OF 2011 BY THE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION How
organizations can deliver significant performance
gains through strategic investment in marketing In
the new era of tight marketing budgets, no
organization can continue to spend on marketing
without knowing what's working and what's wasted.
Data-driven marketing improves efficiency and
effectiveness of marketing expenditures across the
spectrum of marketing activities from branding and
awareness, trail and loyalty, to new product launch
and Internet marketing. Based on new research from
the Kellogg School of Management, this book is a
clear and convincing guide to using a more rigorous,
data-driven strategic approach to deliver significant
performance gains from your marketing. Explains how
to use data-driven marketing to deliver return on
marketing investment (ROMI) in any organization Indepth discussion of the fifteen key metrics every
marketer should know Based on original research
from America's leading marketing business school,
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complemented
by experience teaching ROMI to
executives at Microsoft, DuPont, Nisan, Philips, Sony
and many other firms Uses data from a rigorous
survey on strategic marketing performance
management of 252 Fortune 1000 firms, capturing
$53 billion of annual marketing spending In-depth
examples of how to apply the principles in small and
large organizations Free downloadable ROMI
templates for all examples given in the book With
every department under the microscope looking for
results, those who properly use data to optimize their
marketing are going to come out on top every time.

Data-Driven Marketing
Digital is far-reaching and ubiquitous - everything you
know is about to change. We are living in the fourth
age of humanity. First, we became human. Then we
became civilized. The third age saw the creation of
commerce. Now, we are becoming digital. Technology
has changed the way we communicate, trade, and
transact, with repercussions extending far beyond our
personal spheres. Digital Human is a visionary
roadmap for the future, a timely guide on how to
navigate the world of finance as we create the next
generation of humanity. It explores the digital
evolution’s impact and offers clear insights on thriving
in this new era. Human and business relationships are
evolving, and existing businesses must undergo
substantial transformative changes to compete with
the smaller, “lighter,” and more agile companies that
are able to quickly maneuver to match shifting
consumer demands. A lack of online presence has
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become
unthinkable, as consumer preferences
continue to trend heavily toward online business and
transactions—is your company equipped to thrive in
this new era? While there is no definitive guide to this
new reality, this insightful resource provides the
starting point and roadmap to digital success in the
financial services arena, covering aspects such as:
Digital is not merely a “bolting on” of technology to
produce results faster and cheaper, but a complete
rethinking of common business practices and notions
of efficiency and customer engagement Rethinking
business starts with the customer - new business
models are constructed entirely around this single,
guiding principle A digital business model is all about
connectivity, with front-office apps tied in to both
back-office analytics and marketplaces with many
players and segments Businesses must open their
operations to this marketplace of players through
APIs, necessitating a conversion of many core
systems Central business and technology systems
must change to adapt to new market entrants and
new technologies that range from AI for back-office
analytics to Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) for
global operations Leaders must rethink their
businesses to be fit for the future digital age, and this
comprehensive resource shines a spotlight on the key
elements to this transformation.

Intentional Integrity
A professor of medicine reveals how technology like
wireless internet, individual data, and personal
genomics can be used to save lives.
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The Innovator's Dilemma
Named one of 100 Leadership & Success Books to
Read in a Lifetime by Amazon Editors A Wall Street
Journal and Businessweek bestseller. Named by Fast
Company as one of the most influential leadership
books in its Leadership Hall of Fame. An innovation
classic. From Steve Jobs to Jeff Bezos, Clay
Christensen’s work continues to underpin today’s
most innovative leaders and organizations. The
bestselling classic on disruptive innovation, by
renowned author Clayton M. Christensen. His work is
cited by the world’s best-known thought leaders, from
Steve Jobs to Malcolm Gladwell. In this classic
bestseller—one of the most influential business books
of all time—innovation expert Clayton Christensen
shows how even the most outstanding companies can
do everything right—yet still lose market leadership.
Christensen explains why most companies miss out
on new waves of innovation. No matter the industry,
he says, a successful company with established
products will get pushed aside unless managers know
how and when to abandon traditional business
practices. Offering both successes and failures from
leading companies as a guide, The Innovator’s
Dilemma gives you a set of rules for capitalizing on
the phenomenon of disruptive innovation. Sharp,
cogent, and provocative—and consistently noted as
one of the most valuable business ideas of all
time—The Innovator’s Dilemma is the book no
manager, leader, or entrepreneur should be without.

Democratizing Innovation
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A thought-provoking analysis of the new business
paradigm shows how firms that do "everything right"
can nevertheless fail because of new technologies
and disruptions in the market structure. Reprint.

Digital Human
Silicon Valley expert Robert Chesnut shows that
companies that do not think seriously about a crucial
element of corporate culture—integrity—are destined
to fail. “Show of hands—who in this group has
integrity?” It’s with this direct and often
uncomfortable question that Robert Chesnut, General
Counsel of Airbnb, begins every presentation to new
employees. Defining integrity is difficult. Once
understood as “telling the truth and keeping your
word,” it was about following not just the letter but
the spirit of the law. But in a moment when
workplaces are becoming more diverse, global, and
connected, silence about integrity creates ambiguities
about right and wrong that make everyone uncertain,
opening the door for the minority of people to
rationalize selfish behavior. Trust in most traditional
institutions is down—government, religious
organizations, and higher education—and there’s a
dark cloud hovering over technology. But this is
precisely where companies come in; as peoples’ faith
in establishments deteriorates, they’re turning to their
employer for stability. In Intentional Integrity, Chesnut
offers a six-step process for leaders to foster and
manage a culture of integrity at work. He explains the
rationale and legal context for the ethics and
practices, and presents scenarios to illuminate the
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nuances
of thinking deeply and objectively about
workplace culture. We will always need governments
to manage defense, infrastructure, and basic societal
functions. But, Chesnut argues, the private sector has
the responsibility to use sensitivity and flexibility to
make broader progress—if they act with integrity.
"Rob is an insider who's combined doing good with
doing business well in two iconic Silicon Valley
companies. His book contains smart, practical advice
for anyone looking to do good and do well.” —Reid
Hoffman, co-founder of Linkedin and author of
Blitzscaling

Blockchain Chicken Farm
Takes an aggressive approach giving managers at all
levels the competitive edge they need for business
survival and market dominance, including advice on
predicting the market, offensive and defensive
market strategies, investing, and increasing program
effectiveness

The Innovator's Dilemma
It started two decades ago with CompStat in the New
York City Police Department, and quickly jumped to
police agencies across the U.S. and other nations. It
was adapted by Baltimore, which created
CitiStat—the first application of this leadership
strategy to an entire jurisdiction. Today, governments
at all levels employ PerformanceStat: a focused effort
by public executives to exploit the power of purpose
and motivation, responsibility and discretion, data
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and meetings,
analysis and learning, feedback and
follow-up—all to improve government's performance.
Here, Harvard leadership and management guru
Robert Behn analyzes the leadership behaviors at the
core of PerformanceStat to identify how they work to
produce results. He examines how the leaders of a
variety of public organizations employ the
strategy—the way the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Social Services uses its
DPSSTATS to promote economic independence, how
the City of New Orleans uses its BlightStat to
eradicate blight in city neighborhoods, and what the
Federal Emergency Management Agency does with its
FEMAStat to ensure that the lessons from each crisis
response, recovery, and mitigation are applied in the
future. How best to harness the strategy's full
capacity? The PerformanceStat Potential explains all.

Pharmaceutical Care in Digital
Revolution
Get these bestsellers together: one of the most
influential business books of all time—with a bonus
HBR article that will inspire you to find meaning and
happiness in your life by applying the principles of
business The Innovator’s Dilemma His work is cited by
the world’s best known thought leaders, from Steve
Jobs to Malcolm Gladwell. In his bestselling book, The
Innovator’s Dilemma, innovation expert Clayton M.
Christensen introduced the world to the revolutionary
principles of disruptive innovation--new rules for doing
business in a rapidly changing environment. This
business classic shows how even the most
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outstanding
companies can do everything right—yet
still lose market leadership. Every thoughtful business
person--no matter your level or industry—should read
this book to avoid a similar fate. Offering both the
successes and failures of leading companies as a
guide, The Innovator’s Dilemma reveals how you can
simultaneously do what’s right for the near-term
health of your established business, while focusing
enough resources on the disruptive technologies that
ultimately could lead to its downfall. Ignore the
innovator’s dilemma at your peril. “How Will You
Measure Your Life?” (BONUS HBR article) At Harvard
Business School, Clayton Christensen teaches aspiring
MBAs how to apply management and innovation
theories to build stronger companies. But he also
believes that these models can help people lead
better lives. In the award-winning Harvard Business
Review article, “How Will You Measure Your Life?,” he
explains how, exploring questions everyone needs to
ask: How can I be happy in my career? How can I be
sure that my relationship with my family is an
enduring source of happiness? And how can I live my
life with integrity? For the first time, get this article
together with the bestselling book that established
Clayton Christensen as one of the world’s most
influential management thinkers.

Summary of Blue Ocean Strategy
An innovation classic. From Steve Jobs to Jeff Bezos,
Clay Christensen’s work continues to underpin today’s
most innovative leaders and organizations. A seminal
work on disruption—for everyone confronting the
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growth
For readers of the bestselling The
Innovator’s Dilemma—and beyond—this definitive
work will help anyone trying to transform their
business right now. In The Innovator’s Solution,
Clayton Christensen and Michael Raynor expand on
the idea of disruption, explaining how companies can
and should become disruptors themselves. This
classic work shows just how timely and relevant these
ideas continue to be in today’s hyper-accelerated
business environment. Christensen and Raynor give
advice on the business decisions crucial to achieving
truly disruptive growth and propose guidelines for
developing your own disruptive growth engine. The
authors identify the forces that cause managers to
make bad decisions as they package and shape new
ideas—and offer new frameworks to help create the
right conditions, at the right time, for a disruption to
succeed. This is a must-read for all senior managers
and business leaders responsible for innovation and
growth, as well as members of their teams. Based on
in-depth research and theories tested in hundreds of
companies across many industries, The Innovator’s
Solution is a necessary addition to any innovation
library—and an essential read for entrepreneurs and
business builders worldwide.

Preparing for the Revolution
Pharmaceutical Care in Digital Revolution
demonstrates how blending human and digital
pharmaceutical care can establish optimal Apothecary
Intelligence (AI). Organized into four parts, it
examines digital health advances that will synergize
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the pharmaceutical
stakeholders for a dynamic future, fueled with
innovation. Beginning with the global picture on
health care systems, patients’ expectations, and
current pharmaceutical care practices, the book
covers details of relevant digital technologies as well
as compliance, ethical, educational, and cultural
aspects to take successful steps towards digital
pharmaceutical care. The text includes links to
lectures and technology facts, tutorials on how to
implement advances in your own working
environment, and examples of stakeholders who are
successful in building synergy between digital and
pharma. Pharmaceutical Care in Digital Revolution is
a practical resource to equip pharmaceutical care
stakeholders, such as pharmacists, physicians,
pharmacy technicians, and students as well as those
in surrounding ecosystems like payers or regulators. It
is a crucial reference to understand how technological
innovation is changing the paradigm in which we
provide current and future pharmaceutical care and
how to keep it accessible, affordable, and sustainable.
Learn about advances in digital health technology and
apply them as a change leader to create circular
pharmaceutical care Provides insights on future
pharmaceutical care and implement essential
conditions to create the best outlook for patients
Access links, QR codes, and explanatory animations
as educational material to the book

Lead and Disrupt
Have you ever come up with an idea for a new
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product
or service but didn’t take any action because
you thought it would be too risky? Or at work, have
you had what you thought could be a big idea for your
company—perhaps changing the way you develop or
distribute a product, provide customer service, or hire
and train your employees? If you have, but you
haven’t known how to take the next step, you need to
understand what the authors call the innovator’s
method—a set of tools emerging from lean start-up,
design thinking, and agile software development that
are revolutionizing how new ideas are created,
refined, and brought to market. To date these tools
have helped entrepreneurs, designers, and software
developers manage uncertainty—through cheap and
rapid experiments that systematically lower failure
rates and risk. But many managers and leaders
struggle to apply these powerful tools within their
organizations, as they often run counter to traditional
managerial thinking and practice. Authors Nathan
Furr and Jeff Dyer wrote this book to address that
very problem. Following the breakout success of The
Innovator’s DNA—which Dyer wrote with Hal
Gregersen and bestselling author Clay Christensen to
provide a framework for generating ideas—this book
shows how to make those ideas actually happen, to
commercialize them for success. Based on their
research inside corporations and successful start-ups,
Furr and Dyer developed the innovator’s method, an
end-to-end process for creating, refining, and bringing
ideas to market. They show when and how to apply
the tools of their method, how to adapt them to your
business, and how to answer commonly asked
questions about the method itself, including: How do
we know if this idea is worth pursuing? Have we found
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the right
solution? What is the best business model
for this new offering? This book focuses on the
“how”—how to test, how to validate, and how to
commercialize ideas with the lean, design, and agile
techniques successful start-ups use. Whether you’re
launching a start-up, leading an established one, or
simply working to get a new product off the ground in
an existing company, this book is for you.

The Innovator's Prescription: A
Disruptive Solution for Health Care
The bestselling classic on disruptive innovation,
renowned author Clayton M. Christensen. His work is
cited by the world’s best-known thought leaders, from
Steve Jobs to Malcolm Gladwell. In this classic
bestseller, innovation expert Clayton Christensen
shows how even the most outstanding companies can
do everything right—yet still lose market leadership.
Read this international bestseller to avoid a similar
fate. Clay Christensen—who authored the awardwinning Harvard Business Review article “How Will
You Measure Your Life?”—explains why most
companies miss out on new waves of innovation. No
matter the industry, he says a successful company
with established products WILL get pushed aside
unless managers know how and when to abandon
traditional business practices. Offering both successes
and failures from leading companies as a guide, The
Innovator’s Dilemma gives you a set of rules for
capitalizing on the phenomenon of disruptive
innovation. Sharp, cogent, provocative, and one of the
most influential business books of all time—The
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Innovator’s
Dilemma is the book no manager or
entrepreneur should be without. Published by Harvard
Business Review Press.

Soft Skills Revolution
A comprehensive and multidisciplinary view of the
emerging paradigm of user and open innovation,
offering both theoretical and empirical perspectives.

Big Bang Disruption
The rapid evolution of information technology (IT) is
transforming our society and its institutions. For the
most knowledge-intensive entities of all, research
universities, profound IT-related challenges and
opportunities will emerge in the next decade or so.
Yet, there is a sense that some of the most significant
issues are not well understood by academic
administrators, faculty, and those who support or
depend on the institutionâ€™s activities. This study
identifies those information technologies likely to
evolve in the near term (a decade or less) that could
ultimately have a major impact on the research
university. It also examines the possible implications
of these technologies for the research universityâ€"its
activities (learning, research, outreach) and its
organization, management, and financingâ€"and for
the broader higher education enterprise. The
authoring committee urges research universities and
their constituents to develop new strategies to ensure
that they survive and thrive in the digital age.
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Seizing the White Space
Clayton M. Christensen, the author of such business
classics as The Innovator’s Dilemma and the New
York Times bestseller How Will You Measure Your Life,
and co-authors Efosa Ojomo and Karen Dillon reveal
why so many investments in economic development
fail to generate sustainable prosperity, and offers a
groundbreaking solution for true and lasting change.
Global poverty is one of the world’s most vexing
problems. For decades, we’ve assumed smart, wellintentioned people will eventually be able to change
the economic trajectory of poor countries. From
education to healthcare, infrastructure to eradicating
corruption, too many solutions rely on trial and error.
Essentially, the plan is often to identify areas that
need help, flood them with resources, and hope to
see change over time. But hope is not an effective
strategy. Clayton M. Christensen and his co-authors
reveal a paradox at the heart of our approach to
solving poverty. While noble, our current solutions are
not producing consistent results, and in some cases,
have exacerbated the problem. At least twenty
countries that have received billions of dollars’ worth
of aid are poorer now. Applying the rigorous and
theory-driven analysis he is known for, Christensen
suggests a better way. The right kind of innovation
not only builds companies—but also builds countries.
The Prosperity Paradox identifies the limits of
common economic development models, which tend
to be top-down efforts, and offers a new framework
for economic growth based on entrepreneurship and
market-creating innovation. Christensen, Ojomo, and
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Dillon
use
successful examples from America’s own
economic development, including Ford, Eastman
Kodak, and Singer Sewing Machines, and shows how
similar models have worked in other regions such as
Japan, South Korea, Nigeria, Rwanda, India, Argentina,
and Mexico. The ideas in this book will help
companies desperate for real, long-term growth see
actual, sustainable progress where they’ve failed
before. But The Prosperity Paradox is more than a
business book; it is a call to action for anyone who
wants a fresh take for making the world a better and
more prosperous place.

The High-Velocity Edge: How Market
Leaders Leverage Operational Excellence
to Beat the Competition
The extraordinary life and career of the iconic
twentieth-century inventor, technologist, and
business magnate H. Joseph Gerber is described in a
fascinating biography written by his son, David, based
on unique access to unpublished sources. A Holocaust
survivor whose early experiences shaped his ethos of
invention, Gerber pioneered important developments
in engineering, electronics, printing, apparel,
aerospace, and numerous other areas, playing an
essential role in the transformation of American
industry. Gerber s story is remarkable and inspiring,
and his method, redolent of Edison s and Sperry s,
holds a key to a restored national economy and
American creative vitality in the twenty-first century."

The Innovator's DNA
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In the spring of 2010, Harvard Business School’s
graduating class asked HBS professor Clay
Christensen to address them—but not on how to
apply his principles and thinking to their post-HBS
careers. The students wanted to know how to apply
his wisdom to their personal lives. He shared with
them a set of guidelines that have helped him find
meaning in his own life, which led to this now-classic
article. Although Christensen’s thinking is rooted in
his deep religious faith, these are strategies anyone
can use. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has
been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in
management practice. The Harvard Business Review
Classics series now offers you the opportunity to
make these seminal pieces a part of your permanent
management library. Each highly readable volume
contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to
shape best practices and inspire countless managers
around the world.

Seeing What's Next
A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the
globe as a highly recommended read for anyone
interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA,
authors Jeffrey Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and bestselling
author Clayton Christensen (The Innovator’s Dilemma,
The Innovator’s Solution, How Will You Measure Your
Life?) build on what we know about disruptive
innovation to show how individuals can develop the
skills necessary to move progressively from idea to
impact. By identifying behaviors of the world’s best
innovators—from leaders at Amazon and Apple to
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Google, Skype, and Virgin Group—the
authors outline five discovery skills that distinguish
innovative entrepreneurs and executives from
ordinary managers: Associating, Questioning,
Observing, Networking, and Experimenting. Once you
master these competencies (the authors provide a
self-assessment for rating your own innovator’s DNA),
the authors explain how to generate ideas,
collaborate to implement them, and build innovation
skills throughout the organization to result in a
competitive edge. This innovation advantage will
translate into a premium in your company’s stock
price—an innovation premium—which is possible only
by building the code for innovation right into your
organization’s people, processes, and guiding
philosophies. Practical and provocative, The
Innovator’s DNA is an essential resource for
individuals and teams who want to strengthen their
innovative prowess.

Disrupting Class, Expanded Edition: How
Disruptive Innovation Will Change the
Way the World Learns
From FSGO x Logic: stories about rural China, food,
and tech that reveal new truths about the globalized
world In Blockchain Chicken Farm, the technologist
and writer Xiaowei Wang explores the political and
social entanglements of technology in rural China.
Their discoveries force them to challenge the
standard idea that rural culture and people are
backward, conservative, and intolerant. Instead, they
find that rural China has not only adapted to rapid
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globalization
but has actually innovated the
technology we all use today. From pork farmers using
AI to produce the perfect pig, to disruptive luxury
counterfeits and the political intersections of ecommerce villages, Wang unravels the ties between
globalization, technology, agriculture, and commerce
in unprecedented fashion. Accompanied by humorous
“Sinofuturist” recipes that frame meals as they
transform under new technology, Blockchain Chicken
Farm is an original and probing look into innovation,
connectivity, and collaboration in the digitized rural
world. FSG Originals × Logic dissects the way
technology functions in everyday lives. The titans of
Silicon Valley, for all their utopian imaginings, never
really had our best interests at heart: recent threats
to democracy, truth, privacy, and safety, as a result of
tech’s reckless pursuit of progress, have shown as
much. We present an alternate story, one that
delights in capturing technology in all its
contradictions and innovation, across borders and
socioeconomic divisions, from history through the
future, beyond platitudes and PR hype, and past
doom and gloom. Our collaboration features four brief
but provocative forays into the tech industry’s many
worlds, and aspires to incite fresh conversations
about technology focused on nuanced and accessible
explorations of the emerging tools that reorganize
and redefine life today.

The Creative Destruction of Medicine
Summary of Blue Ocean Strategy by W. Chan Kim and
Renée A. Mauborgne | Includes Analysis Preview: Blue
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Ocean
Expanded Edition: How to Create
Uncontested Market Space and Make the Competition
Irrelevant is the 2015 update to the classic business
strategy text of the same name originally published in
2005. The text offers a practical handbook to business
students and entrepreneurs who wish to rise above
the fray of the competition, become pioneers in
previously uncharted market territory, and gain
access to impressive growth opportunities and an
untapped customer base. Most businesses make the
mistake of focusing on their competitors when
developing strategies. A "blue ocean" business, on
the other hand, focuses on how to create new value
for customers, the base of which may be people who
are not yet customers of this business' core industry.
The term "blue ocean" is derived from the idea that
an area of unexplored market space is like the clear,
blue waters of an undisturbed portion of ocean
PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of
the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread Summary of Blue Ocean Strategy by W.
Chan Kim and Renée A. Mauborgne | Includes Analysis
· Overview of the Book · Important People · Key
Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways About the
Author With Instaread, you can get the key
takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15
minutes. We read every chapter, identify the key
takeaways and analyze them for your convenience.
Visit our website at instaread.co.

The Innovator's Solution
A groundbreaking prescription for health care
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reform--from
a legendary leader in innovation . . . Our
health care system is in critical condition. Each year,
fewer Americans can afford it, fewer businesses can
provide it, and fewer government programs can
promise it for future generations. We need a cure, and
we need it now. Harvard Business School’s Clayton M.
Christensen—whose bestselling The Innovator’s
Dilemma revolutionized the business world—presents
The Innovator’s Prescription, a comprehensive
analysis of the strategies that will improve health care
and make it affordable. Christensen applies the
principles of disruptive innovation to the broken
health care system with two pioneers in the field—Dr.
Jerome Grossman and Dr. Jason Hwang. Together,
they examine a range of symptoms and offer proven
solutions. YOU’LL DISCOVER HOW “Precision
medicine” reduces costs and makes good on the
promise of personalized care Disruptive business
models improve quality, accessibility, and
affordability by changing the way hospitals and
doctors work Patient networks enable better
treatment of chronic diseases Employers can change
the roles they play in health care to compete
effectively in the era of globalization Insurance and
regulatory reforms stimulate disruption in health care
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